Enviro–Maniacs continue to rely upon lies, fear–mongering, misconceptions, coercion, threats, deceptions, terror, and paranoid conspiracies.

They concoct fraudulent and non–existent alarmist issues such as the supposed cruelty to animals, as well as the alleged threat of pest control products!

These Enviro–Basterds cannot be trusted!
PeT A acts as a PUBLIC POLICY and FINANCIAL SHIELD ORGANIZATION for the environmental–terror–movement. For example, PeT A has been criticized for providing FINANCIAL SUPPORT to persons associated with the Earth Liberation Front (ELF), which is listed in a draft planning document as a DOMESTIC TERRORIST THREAT by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

Earth Liberation Front (ELF) is the collective name for anonymous, autonomous and violent enviro–terrorists, or covert cells, who use ECONOMIC SABOTAGE and GUERRILLA WARFARE against facilities and companies involved in de–forestation, genetic engineering, GMO crops, logging, urban sprawl, energy production and distribution, and a wide variety of other activities, all accused by ELF terrorists of exploiting the environment and people.

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PeT A) is currently embarked on a terrorist campaign against MacDonald’s restaurants. PeT A has financed a mock–interview video between Jiminy Glick (a.k.a. Martin Short) who gets « Ronald McDonald » (a.k.a. Andy Dick) to open up about how he and McDonald’s workers boil chickens alive and break their legs before turning them into McNuggets. Some of us were actually cheering for Ronald.
Environmental Special Report TERRORISTS Unmasked!

JIMMY GLICK GETS 'RONALD MCDONALD' TO TELL ALL ABOUT MCDONALD'S

Famed celebrity interviewer Jimmy Glick (aka Martin Short) with "Ronald McDonald" (aka Andy Dick) to open up about how he and McDonald's workers beat chickens alive and break their legs before turning them into McNuggets in this PETA video, which is being featured as a FunniestOfDise.com exclusive.

After watching the hilarious video here on McCruelty.com, head over to FunniestOfDise.com and vote "funny" for our video. Click here to share the video with your friends on Facebook, MySpace, and more.

Why is "Ronald" telling all about McDonald's cruel U.S. and Canadian chicken suppliers abuse birds using a cruel and inhumane method of slaughter. Birds often have their heads broken and their feet cut off while they are still conscious, and many birds are immersed in tanks of scalding hot water while they are still alive and able to feel pain.

There is a less cruel method of chicken slaughter available to McDonald's suppliers called controlled atmosphere killing, or CKA. The birds are rendered unconscious before they are killed for McDonald's would be eliminated through the use of CKA, while causing McDonald's nothing extra to maintain that its suppliers use the process.

Check out what other shocking things "Ronald McDonald" said in quotes from his interview and join Andy Dick and Martin Short by helping to stop McDonald's cruelty now Vote to McCruelty and demand that McDonald's not use CKA in their suppliers that supply them.

Brought to you by PETA and petas

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
2011 Penn Dr, Fairfax, VA 22030

William H. Gangereole & NORAHG | force.of.de.nature@gmail.com | Force Of Nature
FORCE OF NATURE was launched for continuous transmission on the Internet on January 1st, 2009. It is a series of e-newsletters destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environment—Terror—Movement, Government Officials, and the Media, nation-wide across Canada, the United States, and overseas.

Force Of Nature is the brandchild of William H. Gathercole and his entourage. Naram is actually an acronym for the stable of anonymous producers and writers that contribute to these—newletter and have now replaced Mr. Gathercole. They consist of people from the following industries: distribution, fertilizer, golf, lawn care, manufacturing, municipal, nursery, and orchard. Many of these people are leaders in their own industries. The opinions expressed in Force Of Nature, even though from an independent perspective, may not reflect those of everyone in the green space industry, or Mr. Gathercole’s many associates. Be warned! Force Of Nature may sometimes be very irreverent and fearless with these e-newsletters. Mr. Gathercole is now retired from Force Of Nature, although his name continues to appear at the founding.

William H. Gathercole is a principal founder of the modern professional lawn care industry in both Ontario and Quebec. He holds a degree in horticulture from the University of Guelph, and another pure and applied science degree from McGill University. He has worked in virtually all aspects of the green space industry, including golf and professional lawn care and has served in public affairs, workplace safety, and environmental compliance. Mr. Gathercole has supervised, consulted, programmed, and/or oversees the execution of hundreds of thousands of pest control applications in the urban landscape. He has trained, instructed, and consulted with thousands of turf managers and technicians. Mr. Gathercole has also been an agricultural economist. For many years, Mr. Gathercole was a contributing columnist for Turf & Recreation Magazine, Canada’s turf and grounds maintenance authority.

Mr. Gathercole has followed the evolution of environmental-terrorism for over a quarter-century. His involvement in environmental issues reached a feverish pitch in the 1990s, when he orchestrated, with his colleagues, legal action against the prohibition of pest control products in the Town of Hudson, Quebec. For fifteen years, the strategies designed and implemented by Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues guaranteed the control of Environmental Terror for the entire modern green space industry across Canada. Mr. Gathercole is personally involved in crafting the Golf Industry Exception Status that endures to this day. He is also the creator of the signs that are now used for posting after application. Although he can be accused of being anti-environment—movement, he is, in fact, simply a strong advocate for the modern green space industry. However, the position has not precluded him from criticizing the green space industry itself. His vast knowledge of our long journey with environmental issues is undeniable.

Force Of Nature is the instrument of national organization responding against those who harm the Green Space Industry (norah) by routinely conducting Hear-Mongering, Fraudulent Lies, Misconceptions, Corrison, Threats, Deceptions, Terror, and Paranoid Conspiracies to deceive the public into believing that families are in some non-existent danger with conventional pest control products. They also scam government officials into the needless, senseless, and malicious prohibition of federally legal, scientifically safe, totally irreplaceable, and economically indispensable conventional pest control products. Enviro-Maniac—Cultists, Enviro—Maniacal—Cultists, and Enviro—Maniac, the Misanthropic, the Mad, the Maniac, the Maniac—Cultists, and the Maniac—Cultists—Cultists are viewed as forms of terror against the Green Space Industry. The information presented in Force Of Nature has been developed for the education and interest of everyone and all the fears presented in the documents with commentary. Additionally, Force Of Nature inspires people to believe that environmental—terrorism can be stopped! The events, characters, companies, and organizations depicted in this document are not always fictitious. Any similarity to actual persons, living or dead, may not be coincidental. All document excerpts and pictures contained in Force Of Nature were found somewhere on the Internet. These documents and pictures are in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes: archive, education, promotion, publicity, or press release.

The following Force Of Nature documents are currently available — • A Look At • A Sack Of Enviro—Maniac Crab • Alberta Conspiracy • British Columbia Conspiracy • Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment • Canadian Cancer—Society • Canadian Environmental Law Association • Consequences • David Suzuki Foundation • Dating Services for Enviro—Maniacs • DDT and Politicized Science • Death and the Environmental—Terror Movement • Enviro—Money • Environmental—Terrorists Unmasked • Fertilizer—Terror Is Next • June Irwin, the Clown of Junk Science • Kazimiera Jean Coutt • Landscape Tamers/Capitulate • New Brunswick Conspiracy • Nova Scotia Conspiracy • Ontario Conspiracy • Organic Perturbers • Pesticide Free BC • Pests and Lawn Care Chemicals • Prince Edward Island Conspiracy • Quebec Conspiracy • Rachel Carson, the Queen of Junk Science • Rearing A Terrorist Reaction • Salmon Arm BC Conspiracy • The 911 Era of the Green Space Industry • The Failure of Integrated Pest Management • The Looming Golf Industry Shipwreck • This Industry Stinks Back • The Misconceptions About Cancer • The National Association of the Modern Green Space Industry • The Wisdom of Bill Bell • The Wisdom of Brixdale • The Wisdom of Health Canada • The Wisdom of Holland • The Wisdom of Lowes • The Wisdom of Mains • The Wisdom of the Solomons • Ask For a Copy of Any Back Issue of Force Of Nature Today. Read All About Enviro—Maniac—Activists and Their Environmental—Terror Organizations in Force Of Nature! The Whole Truth From An Independent Perspective! Force Of Nature is totally independent of any trade association or business operating within the Green Space Industry. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service.
We must defend the industry, whatever the cost may be!